
Learn How to Rank #1 on Google

Unravelling your True Search Potential

See how Pure Marketing successfully generated
massive organic search traffic to current clients.



Pure Marketing has been successfully helping startups level up their

Search Engine Rankings to dominate their industry.

Just below are proven case studies of massive organic search traffic

generated through effective blogging strategies.

Here are some of our clients:

A partner to startups



Your Charisma is a Netherlands-based agency focused on small

business developmen. They provide a wide range of services including

courses, podcasts, press, videos, & in-depth marketing training to

educate their community.

As the agency aims to be a thought leader in social media

management, particularly Instagram & TikTok, they leveraged Pure

Marketing's powerful blogging strategies to help rank for industry

specific keywords highly-used by their target audience.

What we did 

Pure Marketing leverage expert keyword research combined with

advanced blog topic refinement to find perfect high ranking

opportunities. Through value-packed blog content that is search

engine optimized, Pure Marketing was able to dominate rankings for

industry specific keywords.



Through the expert blogging strategies at Pure Marketing, Your

Charisma was able to rank among the Top 5 Results for a wide variety of

high competition keywords. In most cases, the content was featured as

a snippet in the search results page!

The result







The Blogging Strategy utilized by Pure Marketing helped drive

incredible traffic, generating 10's of thousands of organic search traffic.



Elevate Rope is an e-commerce brand advocating for fitness through

jump ropes. They contracted Pure Marketing to devise a blogging

strategy that will help them land at the top of rankings for niche specific

keywords.

What we did

We created value-packed blog content focused around educating

community members and assisting them in training.







All articles ranked #1 for the target long-tail keywords, and contributed

to 24% increase in Sessions and 10% increase in Pageviews for 

 www.elevaterope.com.

The result



Sulex International is a driven team of entrepreneurs & engineers with

roots in the Netherlands, Nigeria & the Caribbean; they share a passion

to provide the world with the best shipping container homes ever seen.

What we did

With 'container 'homes'  as the head term, we chose several related

keywords and published a mix of listicles and short-form articles

targeting the chosen keywords. 





From April 6-May 5, website sessions and pageviews both increased
by 40% compared to the previous period, while visitors stayed longer

on the site, logging an average of 1 minute and 14 seconds per
session duration (+4%).  The bulk of the results can be attributed to the

top two articles we published, which both registered more than 5,000

page views each. 

The result



Leather Face has a mission to provide a unique riding experience for

the motorcycle riding community through reengineered riding masks

that are functional, ergonomic, safe and, as they say, badass.

What we did

To help Leather Face begin to fulfill its goal to become a household

brand for motorcycle riders, we created both short-form (e.g. listicles)

and long-form (e.g. an 'ultimate guide' article) content targeted to

motorcycle aficionados.





The Leather Face Website is now a top contender for a wide variety of

industry specific keywords and search queries. By constantly

producing value packed content, they can increase their rankings &

offer something of value to their community.

The result



support@puremarketing.ai

New York Metro Area,  25 Prospect Ave, Montclair, NJ 07042

*by Appointment Only

puremarketing.ai

Ready to boost your revenue with effective SEO?

Talk to us today!

(929) 437-2223


